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Abstract—In this paper, a novel concept of three-dimensional
(3D) cellular networks, that integrate drone base stations (drone-
BS) and drone users (drone-UEs), is introduced. For this new
3D cellular network architecture, a novel framework for the
deployment of drone-BSs and latency-minimal cell association for
drone-UEs is proposed. For drone-BSs’ deployment, a tractable
method based on the notion of truncated octahedron shapes
is proposed that ensures full coverage for a given space with
minimum number of drone-BSs. Then, an optimal 3D cell
association scheme is determined such that the drone-UEs’
latency, considering transmission, computation, and backhaul
latencies, is minimized. In particular, using optimal transport
theory, the optimal 3D cell partitions are derived according
to the spatial distribution of drone-UEs and the drone-BSs’
locations. Simulation results show that the proposed approach
reduces the latency of drone-UEs compared to the classical cell
association approach that uses a signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) criterion. In particular, the proposed approach
yields a reduction of up to 46% in average latency compared to
the SINR-based association. Also, it is shown that the proposed
latency-optimal cell association improves the spectral efficiency
of a 3D wireless cellular network of drones.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent reports from the federal aviation administration

(FAA) show that the number of unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAVs), also known as drones, will exceed 7 million in 2020.

From a wireless communications perspective, drones will have

two key roles: aerial base stations (BSs), and user equipments

(UEs) [1]–[5]. Due to their aerial nature and flexible operation,

drone-BSs can support broadband communications to under-

developed areas and provide hotspot wireless coverage during

temporary events [2], [4]–[6]. Meanwhile, drones can also

act as user equipments (i.e., drone-UEs) that must connect

to a wireless network so as to operate. In particular, wireless-

connected drone-UEs can be used for wide range of appli-

cations such as package delivery, remote sensing, and virtual

reality.
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Wireless networking with drones faces a number of chal-

lenges. For instance, for drone-BSs, key design problems

include 3D deployment of drones, performance analysis, re-

source allocation, and cell association. For drone-UEs, there

is a need for reliable and low latency communications so as

to efficiently control the drones’ operations. However, existing

terrestrial cellular networks have been primarily designed for

supporting ground users and are not able to effectively serve

aerial users. In fact, terrestrial BSs may not be able to meet

the low-latency and reliable communication requirements of

drone-UEs due to blockage effects and the specific design

of the BSs’ antennas which are not suitable for supporting

users at high-elevation angles. Furthermore, in areas with

geographical constraints, terrestrial base stations may not be

available to provide wireless service to drone-UEs. In such

cases, the deployment of aerial drone-BSs is a promising

opportunity for providing reliable wireless connectivity for

drone-UEs. Clearly, to support the key roles of drones in wire-

less networking applications, there is a need for developing the

novel concept of a 3D cellular network that incorporates both

drone-BSs and drone-UEs.

A. Related Works on Drone Communications

Recent studies on drone communications have investigated

various design challenges that include performance characteri-

zation, 3D deployment, user-to-drone association, and cellular-

connected UAVs. For instance, the work in [7] studied the op-

timal 3D deployment of UAVs for maximizing the number of

covered ground users under quality-of-service constraints. In

[8], the authors proposed a framework for strategic placement

of drone-BSs for a large-scale ground network. However, the

prior studies on deployment of UAV base stations ignore the

existence of flying drone-UEs. In addition, the work in [9]

proposed an algorithm for maximizing the sum-rate of ground

users by joint optimization of user-to-drone-BSs association

and wireless backhaul bandwidth allocations. The work in [10]

proposed a novel cell association approach that maximizes the

total data delivered to ground users by drone-BSs that have

limited flight endurance. However, the previous works on user

association in drone networks are limited to ground users and

do not consider 3D aerial users. Moreover, they do not analyze

latency as a key metric in 3D drone communication systems.

While there exists a number of studies on cellular-connected



drone-UEs [4], [11], the potential use of drone-BSs for serving

drone-UEs has not been considered. For example, in [11], the

authors studied the coexistence of drone-UEs and ground users

in cellular networks and characterized the downlink coverage

performance. In [4], the authors proposed a trajectory design

scheme for minimizing the mission time of a single drone-UE.

However, none of these previous works [2], [4], [5], [7], [8],

[10], [11], studied a 3D wireless network of co-existing aerial

base stations and users (i.e., drone-BSs and drone-UEs) while

addressing the deployment and latency-aware cell association

problems.

B. Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is to introduce the

novel concept of a fully-fledged drone-based 3D cellular

network while proposing a new framework for addressing two

fundamental problems of deployment and 3D cell association

in such a 3D cellular network. In particular, our proposed

framework includes a tractable approach for three-dimensional

placement of drone-BSs and a latency-minimal 3D cell asso-

ciation scheme for servicing drone-UEs. For deployment, we

introduce a new approach based on truncated octahedron cells

that determines the locations of drone-BSs that can cover a 3D

space with a minimum number of drone-BSs. For the latency-

minimal 3D cell association, given the locations of drone-BSs

and the distribution of drone-UEs, we find the optimal 3D

cell association for which the total latency of serving drone-

UEs is minimized. In this case, we analytically characterize

the optimal 3D cell partitions by exploiting tools from optimal

transport theory. Our results show that the proposed approach

significantly reduces the latency of serving drone-UEs, of up

to 46%, compared to classical signal-to-interference-plus-noise

ratio (SINR)-based cell association approaches.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a 3D cellular network composed of L drone users,

N low-altitude platform (LAP) drone base stations, and a

number of high-altitude platform (HAP) drones, as shown in

Figure 1. We represent the sets of drone-UEs, and drone-BSs,

respectively, by L, and N . In this aerial network, drone-BSs

serve drone-UEs in the downlink, and HAP drones provide
a wireless backhaul connectivity for drone-BSs. Here, the

deployment of drone-BSs is performed based on a 3D cellular

structure which will be exposed in Section III. For backhaul

connectivity, we assume that each drone-BS connects to a

HAP that provides a maximum rate. Drone-BS n uses transmit

power Pn and bandwidth Bn to serve its associated flying

drone-UEs. We use a spatial distribution function, f(x, y, z)
for drone-UEs to capture the probability that each drone-UE is

present around a 3D location v = (x, y, z). Given N number

of drone-BSs, the space is partitioned into N 3D cells each

of which representing a volume that must be serviced by one

drone-BS. Let Vn be a 3D space (i.e., 3D cell) associated to

drone-BS n that serves drone-UEs located within this cell.

The average number of drone-UEs inside Vn, considering

v = (x, y, z), is given by:

Fig. 1: The proposed 3D wireless network of drones.

Kn = L

∫
Vn

f(v)dv. (1)

Each drone-BS adopts a frequency division multiple access

(FDMA) technique (as done in [10]) to serve its drone-UEs.

Hence, the average downlink transmission rate in drone-BS n
to a drone-UE located at v is:

Rn(x, y, z) =
Bn

Kn
log2

(
1 + γn(x, y, z)

)
, (2)

where Bn

Kn
is the bandwidth needed to serve each drone-UE

located in Vn. Here, γn(v) is the SINR for a drone-UE at

location (x, y, z) served by drone-BS n.

We consider the average latency in servicing drone-UEs

as our main performance metric. In particular, we consider

transmission latency in drone-BSs to drone-UEs communica-

tions, backhaul latency in drone-BSs to HAP drones links, and

computational latency for drone-BSs that serve drone-UEs.

The transmission latency for a drone-UE located at (x, y, z)
served by drone-BS n is:

τTr
n (v,Kn) =

β

Rn(v)
, (3)

where β is the number of bits per packet for each drone-UE.

The backhaul latency depends on the load of drone-BSs

and the backhaul transmission rates. In this case, the average

backhaul latency from drone-BS n to its corresponding HAP-

drone will be:

τB
n (Kn) =

βL

∫
Vn

f(v)dv

Cn
=

βKn

Cn
, (4)

where Cn is the maximum backhaul transmission rate for

drone-BS n, and βL
∫
Vn

f(v)dv represents the average load

on drone-BS n.

The computation time depends on the data size (i.e., load)

that must be processed at each drone-BS, and the processing



speed. To capture the latency at drone-BS n, we use function

gn(βKn) with βKn being the total data size of the drone-BS.

Therefore, the total latency experienced by a drone-UE served

by drone-BS n can be given by:

τ tot
n (v,Kn) = τTr

n (v,Kn) + τB
n (Kn) + gn(βKn), (5)

Given this model, our goal is to minimize the average

latency of drone-UEs by finding the optimal 3D cell asso-

ciations. In particular, given the locations of drone-BSs which

are deployed based on a 3D cellular structure (in Section III),

and the estimated spatial distribution of drone-UEs (in Section

IV), we determine the optimal Vn, ∀n ∈ N that can lead

to a minimum average latency for drone-UEs. Our 3D cell

association optimization problem is given by:

min
Vn, n∈N

N∑
n=1

[∫
Vn

τTr
n

(
v,Kn

)
f(v)dv + τB

n (Kn) + gn(βKn)

]
,

(6)

s.t. Vl ∩ Vm = ∅, ∀l �= m ∈ N ,
⋃
n∈N

Vn = V, (7)

where Kn = L
∫
Vn

f(v)dv which depends on the 3D cell

association, and V is the entire considered space in which

drone-UEs can fly. Constraints in (7) ensure that the 3D

association spaces are disjoint and their union covers the

considered space V .

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DEPLOYMENT OF DRONE-BSS:

A TRUNCATED OCTAHEDRON STRUCTURE

Here, we propose a framework for the 3D deployment

of drone-BSs. In particular, we use the notion of truncated

octahedron shapes to perform a 3D cellular network planning.

In traditional ground cellular networks, hexagonal cell

shapes are used while deploying base stations. This is due to

the fact that, a 2D space can be fully covered (i.e., without any

gaps) by non-overlapping hexagons. Inspired by 2D cellular

networks, we propose a framework for the deployment of a 3D

cellular network. In three dimensions, the regular polyhedron

geometric shapes that can tessellate the space (i.e., fill the 3D

space entirely) include cube, hexagonal prism, rhombic do-

decahedron, and truncated octahedron [12]. Among these 3D

shapes, the truncated octahedron is the closest approximation

of a sphere. Moreover, the number of polyhedron required for

completely covering a 3D space is minimized by adopting the

truncated octahedron [12]. Therefore, in our model, we use the

truncated octahedron structure for deploying the drone-BSs.

The truncated octahedron is a 3D polyhedron with regular

polygons faces, as see in Fig. 2. The truncated octahedron

can tessellate the three-dimensional Euclidean space. In other

words, the 3D space can be completely filled with multiple

copies of the truncated octahedron without any overlap. We

exploit this feature of the truncated octahedron in our 3D

cellular network deployment with drone-BSs.

To deploy drone-BSs, we first completely fill the given space

with an arrangement of multiple truncated octahedron cells.

Then, we place each drone-BS at the center of each truncated

Fig. 2: Truncated octahedron in 3D.

Fig. 3: Deployment of drone-BSs based on truncated

octahedron cells.

Fig. 4: Coordinate systems in drone-BSs deployment.

octahedron, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Our proposed deployment

approach can ensure full coverage for a given 3D space and

is tractable, easy to implement, and facilitates 3D frequency

reuse. For this 3D architecture, the drone-BS deployment (i.e.,

optimal drone-BS locations) is characterized next.

Theorem 1. The three-dimensional locations of drone-BSs in

the proposed 3D cellular network are given by:

P {a,b,c} =
[
xo, yo, zo

]
+
√
2R

[
a+b−c,−a+b+c, a−b+c

]
,

where a, b, c are integers chosen from set

{...,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, ...}, and R is the edge length of the

considered truncated octahedrons. [xo, yo, zo] is the Cartesian

coordinates of a given reference location (e.g., center of a

specified space).

Proof. We first create a 3D lattice of truncated octahedrons

whose centers are occupied by drone-BSs. Hence, to determine

the locations of drone-BSs, we need to find the center of

truncated octahedrons. Let [xo, yo, zo] be the center of the first

truncated octahedron in the Cartesian coordinate with x, y, and

z directions being perpendicular to square faces A3, A2, and

A1 as shown in Figure 4. We find a new coordinate system

whose integer coordinates are the centers of the truncated

octahedrons. By moving, in integer value steps, along the axes

of this coordinate systems, we can reach the centers of the

truncated octahedrons. We consider a coordinate system whose

axes (e1, e2, e3) are vertically outward the hexagonal faces,

A4, A5, and A6. Now, we find the Euclidean length of each



unit axis of this coordinate system. The distance between the

center of the truncated octahedron and each hexagonal face is

R
√
6/2 [13]. Therefore, the distance between [xo, yo, zo] to the

center of an adjacent truncated octahedron connecting to face

A4 is R
√
6. As a result, each axis unit must be 2R

√
6. Clearly,

the centers of the truncated octahedrons in the 3D lattice are

the integer coordinates of the (e1,e2,e3) coordinate system.

Hence, the 3D location of each drone-BS can be represented

by a triple (a, b, c) with a, b, and c being integers. The position

of a drone-BS obtained by {a, b, c} is given by:

P {a,b,c} = ae1 + be2 + ce3. (8)

To represent P {a,b,c} in Cartesian coordinates, we find the pro-

jections of e1, e2, and e3 on the x, y, and z axes. With some

geometric calculations and using the fact that the Dihedral

angle (i.e., angle between two intersecting planes) between the

adjacent square face and hexagonal face is cos−1(−1√
3
) [13],

we obtain: ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
e1 = R

√
6
(−1√

3
x+ 1√

3
y + 1√

3
z
)
,

e2 = R
√
6
(

1√
3
x+ −1√

3
y + 1√

3
z
)
,

e3 = R
√
6
(

1√
3
x+ 1√

3
y + −1√

3
z
)
.

(9)

Using (8) and (9), the 3D locations of drone-BSs with respect

to the reference position [xo, yo, zo], will be:

P {a,b,c} =
[
xo, yo, zo

]
+
√
2R

[
a+b−c,−a+b+c, a−b+c

]
.

�
Using Theorem 1, we can find the 3D coordinates of drone-

BSs deployed at the centers of truncated octahedrons. More-

over, Theorem 1 allows determining the frequency reuse factor

and interfering drone-BSs in the proposed 3D network.

In summary, our approach for 3D deployment of drone-

BSs is as follows. We deploy the first drone-BS as a reference

cell in a specified space of interest. Then, using our truncated

octahedron model with parameter R, we use Theorem 1 to find

the locations of other drone-BSs with respect to the reference

cell. This results in a truncated octahedron tessellation that

covers a given space without any gap or overlap.

IV. OPTIMAL 3D CELL ASSOCIATION FOR MINIMUM

LATENCY

We now use the proposed 3D deployment model to refine

our optimization problem in (6), as follows:

min
Vn, n∈N

N∑
n=1

[∫
Vn

βKn

Bn log2
(
1 + γn(v)

)f(v)dv+βKn

Cn
+gn(βKn)

]
,

(10)

s.t. Kn = L

∫
Vn

f(v)dv, (11)

Vl ∩ Vm = ∅, ∀l �= m ∈ N ,
⋃

n∈N
Vn = V, (12)

where γn(v) is the downlink SINR for a drone-UE located at

v = (x, y, z) which is served by drone-BS n. Considering a

practical bounded path loss model for air-to-air communica-

tions, the SINR can be given by:

γn(v) =
ηPn[1 + dn(v)]

−α∑
u∈Iint

ηPu[1 + du(v)]−α +NoBn

, (13)

where α is the path loss exponent, No is the noise power

spectral density, η is the path loss constant. dn(v) is the

distance of drone-BSs n with a drone-UE located at v. Also,

Iint is the set of interfering drone-BSs.

Solving (10) is challenging since the optimization variables

Vn, ∀n ∈ M, are continuous 3D association spaces which are

mutually dependent. Furthermore, the fact that the size and

shape of these 3D association spaces are unknown, exacerbates

the complexity. In addition, the objective function in (10) does

not have a closed-form expression thus making the problem

intractable. Consequently, employing traditional optimization

techniques (e.g., convex optimization) are not sufficient to

solve (10). Here, we tackle our 3D space association by

exploiting optimal transport theory, a mathematical tool that

seeks an optimal mapping between two arbitrary probability

measures. More specifically, in a semi-discrete optimal trans-

port problem, a continuous probability density function must

be mapped to a discrete probability measure.

Our cell association problem can be modeled as a semi-

discrete optimal transport problem in which the source mea-

sure (drone-UEs’ distribution) is continuous while the des-

tination (distribution of drone-BSs) is discrete. Then, the

optimal 3D cell partitions are obtained by optimally mapping

the drone-UEs to drone-BSs. We note that, compared to our

previous work in [10], this work is different in terms of the

system model, the 3D cell association optimization problem,

as well as the solution. Next, we characterize the solution of

our optimization problem in (10).

Theorem 2. The optimal 3D cell association for drone-BS l,
that leads to a minimum average latency in (10), is given by:

V∗
l =

{
(x, y, z)

∣∣αl +
Kl

L
hl(v) +

β

Cl
+ g′l(βKl)

≤ αm +
Km

L
hm(x, y, z) +

β

Cm
+ g′m(βKm), ∀l �= m

}
,

(14)

where hl(v) � β

Bn log2

(
1+γl(v)

) , and αl �
∫
Vl

hl(v)f(v)dv.

Proof. The existence of the optimal 3D cell partitions Vn,

n ∈ N , can be verified by the existence of optimal transport

maps [14]. Now, consider two 3D partitions Vl and Vm, and a

point vo = (xo, yo, zo) ∈ Vl. Also, let Bε(vo) be a ball with

a center vo and radius ε > 0. Now, we generate the following

new 3D partitions
�Vn:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
V̂l = Vl\Bε(vo),

V̂m = Vm ∪Bε(vo),

V̂n = Vn, n �= l,m.

(15)

Let us define p1(Kn) � Kn, p2(Kn) � βKn

Cn
, Kε =

L
∫
Bε(vo)

f(v)dv, and K̂n = L
∫
̂Vn

f(v)dv. Considering the



optimality of Vn, n ∈ N , we have:∑
n∈N

∫
Vn

p1 (Kn)hn(v)f(v)dv + p2(Kn) + gn(βKn)

(a)

≤
∑
n∈N

∫
̂Vn

p1

(
K̂n

)
hn(v)f(v)dv + p2(K̂n) + gn(βK̂n).

Canceling out the common terms leads to:∫
Vl

p1 (Kl)hl(v)f(v)dv + p2(Kl) + gl(βKl)

+

∫
Vm

p1 (Km)hm(v)f(v)dv + p2(Km) + gm(βKm)

≤
∫
Vm∪Bε(vo)

p1 (Km +Kε)hm(v)f(v)dv + p2(Km)

+ gm(β(Km +Kε)) +

∫
Vl\Bε(vo)

p1 (Kl −Kε)hl(v)f(v)dv

+ p2(Kl −Kε) + gl(β(Kl −Kε)),∫
Vl

(p1 (Kl)− p1 (Kl −Kε))hl(v)f(v)dv + p2(Kl)− p2(Kl −Kε)

+ gl(βKl)− gl(β(Kl −Kε)) +

∫
Bε(vo)

p1 (Kl −Kε)hl(v)f(v)dv

≤
∫
Vm

(p1 (Km +Kε)− p1 (Km))hl(v)f(v)dv

+ p2(Km +Kε)− p2(Km) + gm(β(Km +Kε))− gm(βKm)

+

∫
Bε(vo)

p1 (Km +Kε)hm(v)f(v)dv, (16)

where (a) comes from the fact that the sets Vn, ∀n ∈ N are

optimal 3D partitions and, thus, any variation of such optimal

partitions, shown by V̂n, does not lead to a better solution.

Note that, Kε = L
∫
Bε(vo)

f(v)dv. Now, we multiply both

sides of the inequality in (16) by 1
Kε

and take the limit when

ε → 0. After some algebraic manipulation, we can show that

each optimal 3D cell association can be represented by:

V∗
l =

{
(x, y, z)

∣∣αl +
Kl

L
hlv) +

β

Cl
+ g′l(βKl)

≤ αm +
Km

L
hm(v) +

β

Cm
+ g′m(βKm), ∀l �= m

}
.

�
Using Theorem 2, we can determine the optimal 3D cell par-

titions associated with each drone-BS that ensure the minimum

average latency for drone-UEs. From (14), we can see how the

optimal 3D association depends on various network parameters

such as the distribution of drone-UEs, locations of drone-BSs,

backhaul data rate, load of the network, and the computational

speed. Based on these parameters, Theorem 2 is utilized to

optimally partition a specified space and determine a minimum

latency 3D cell association scheme. In this case, to minimize

the average latency, a drone-BS with a faster backhaul link and

computational capabilities, or higher bandwidth and transmit

power will serve more drone-UEs.

To solve (14), we propose the iterative algorithm shown in

Algorithm 1. This algorithm, based on [14], can converge to

the optimal solution within a reasonable number of iterations

[14]. Algorithm 1 for solving (14) that finds the optimal 3D

Algorithm 1 Iterative algorithm for finding the optimal 3D

cell association.

1: Inputs: f(x, y, z), β, Q, L, Locations of drone-BSs, Cl, gl(.),
∀l ∈ N .

2: Outputs: V∗
l , ∀l ∈ N .

3: Set t = 1, generate an initial cell partitions V(t)
l , and set

ψ
(t)
l (x, y, z) = 0, ∀l ∈ N .

4: while t < Q do
5: Compute ψ

(t+1)
l (x, y, z) ={

[1− 1/t]ψ
(t)
l (x, y, z), if (x, y, z) ∈ Vl

(t),

1− [1− 1/t]
(
1− ψ

(t)
l (x, y, z)

)
, otherwise.

6: Compute Kl =
∫
V
(
1− ψ

(t+1)
l (x, y, z)

)
f(x, y, z)dxdydz,

∀l ∈ N .
7: t → t+ 1.
8: Update cell partitions using (14).
9: end while

10: V∗
l = V(t)

l ,

Table I: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Description Value
fc Carrier frequency 2 GHz

Pn Drone-BS transmit power 0.5 W

No Noise power spectral density -170 dBm/Hz

L Number of drone-UEs 200

Bn Bandwidth for each drone-BS 10 MHz

α Path loss exponent 2

η Path loss constant 1.42× 10−4

β Packet size for drone-UE 10 kb

Cn Backhaul rate for drone-BS n (100 + n) Mb/s

ωn Computation constant (i.e., speed) for each drone-BS 102 Tb/s

μx, μy, μz Mean of the distribution (1000 m, 1000 m, 1000 m)

σx, σy, σz Standard deviation of the distribution (600 m, 600 m, 600 m)

cell partitions proceeds as follows. The inputs are the 3D

spatial distribution of drone UEs, number of drone-UEs, load,

locations of the drone-BSs, computation time function, and

the number of iterations, Q. First, we generate initial 3D

cell partitions V(t)
l , and set ψ

(t)
l (x, y, z) = 0, ∀l ∈ N , with

ψ
(t)
l (x, y, z) being a pre-defined parameter which is used to

update the cell partitions. Next, we update ψ
(t+1)
l (x, y, z), and

compute Kl in step 6. In step 8, we update the partitions based

on (14). Finally, we obtain the optimal 3D cell partitions and

associations, at the end of the iteration.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

For our simulations, we consider a cubic space of size

3 km×3 km×3 km in which 18 drone-BSs are deployed based

on the proposed truncated octahedron approach to serve drone-

UEs. We determine the locations of drone-BSs by using (10)

with parameters a ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, b ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, c ∈ {0, 1},

and R = 400m. For drone-UEs’ spatial distribution, we

consider a 3D truncated Gaussian distribution. For the compu-

tation time, we consider a quadratic function of data size (i.e.,

load on each drone-BS), but our approach can accommodate

any other arbitrary function. Here, the computation time for

drone-BS n is gn(βKn) = (βKn)
2

ωn
, with ωn being the

processing speed of drone-BS n. Unless stated otherwise, we

use the simulation parameters listed in Table I. We compare

our proposed 3D cell association with the classical SINR-

based association (i.e., weighted Voronoi diagram) baseline.

Fig. 5 shows the average total latency as a function of the

number of drone-UEs for the proposed 3D cell association and



Fig. 5: Average total latency vs. number of drone-UEs.

the SINR-based association schemes. As we can see from this

figure, the total latency increases by increasing the number of

drone-UEs. A higher number of drone-UEs leads to a higher

network congestion which, in turn, increases transmission

time, backhaul latency, and computation time. Fig. 5 shows

that, when the number of drone-UEs increases from 200 to

300, the total latency increases by 56% and 42% for the SINR-

based association and the proposed approach. Moreover, we

can see that our proposed approach significantly reduces the

latency compared to the SINR association case. This is due

to the fact that, in our approach, besides SINR, the impact of

congestion on the transmission, backhaul, and computational

latencies is also taken into account. The proposed approach

avoids creating highly congested 3D cell partitions that can

cause excessive latency. From Fig. 5, we can see that our

approach yields around 46% reduction in the average total

latency compared to the SINR-based association.

Fig. 6 shows how the latency can be reduced by increas-

ing the transmission bandwidth. By using more bandwidth,

the transmission rate increases and, hence, the transmission

latency decreases. Fig. 6 also reveals that our approach sig-

nificantly enhances spectral efficiency compared to the SINR-

based association. In essence, compared to the SINR case,

the proposed approach requires less transmission bandwidth in

order to meet a certain latency requirement. For instance, as we

can see from Fig. 6, to ensure a 70 ms maximum total latency,

our approach requires 57% less bandwidth than the SINR-

based association scheme. Another observation from Fig. 6 is

that the rate of latency reduction decreases as the bandwidth

increases. This is because in large bandwidth scenarios, the

transmission latency can be smaller than the computation

and backhaul latencies. Thus, the impact of decreasing the

transmission latency on the total latency is relatively minor.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a novel framework for

cell association and deployment in 3D cellular networks with

drone-BSs and drone-UEs. We have proposed a tractable

method for the 3D deployment of drone-BSs and solved the

problem of cell association while minimizing the latency of

drone users. In addition, based on the locations of drone-

BSs and drone-UEs’ distribution, we have derived the optimal

cell association of drone-UEs such that the latency for drone-

Fig. 6: Average total latency vs. transmission bandwidth.

UEs is minimized. Our results have shown that the proposed

approach significantly reduces the latency of drone-UEs com-

pared to the classical SINR-based association. Furthermore,

the proposed latency-optimal cell association improves the

spectral efficiency of the 3D drone-enabled wireless networks.
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